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About This Game

 Exciting indie game based on the legendary film "Island of the Damned".

John Brown is a former detective, best in his staff. Has served more than 30 years and there is not a single case that he has not
guessed! Retired already a year. The other day he received a letter asking him to come to the hospital for mental patients. John
has yet to reveal another difficult matter. The detective will have to face a number of mysteries that the psychiatric hospital has

prepared for him.
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"Curse in our heads" is a 2D quest game in a beautiful, modern pixel art aesthetic. Play the role of detective in secret hospital.
Explore the hospital, communicate with health professionals to learn secrets and solve riddles. Look for the keys to the rooms,

guess the code and then you will come to success.

 Help John learn all the secrets of a psychiatric hospital on a remote island!
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Title: Curse in our heads
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dankov Games
Publisher:
Dankov Games
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 7 32-bit

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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An otherwise fun game, marred by the fact that you can't backtrack to pick up a collectible at the last checkpoint. Seriously
detracts the game from a 9/10 to a 4/10.. Would like to see more First Person Puzzle games like this. My only complaint would
be the ending.. bad decision. Eh, not as good as the other Luxor's. Not too many power ups. Gets really hard, some levels are
really close to unbeatable. So definately not gonna recommend to anyone.. It's surprisingly fun, I've put more time into (and got
more enjoyment out of) this title than Max Payne 3. So I recommend getting this game for anyone who wants a fun RPG game.
My only complaints are that it's somewhat grindy and the endgame content is locked beyond a boss that's supposed to be meta,
but mostly comes off like the devs just sort of gave up when they ran out of ideas.

Also it commits a grave sin of throwing a surprise dungeon at you with no warning and no way to get back to a heal/save point.
Situations that require foreknowledge to beat aren't fun, they're just annoying.

Don't get me wrong, it's fairly clever and I think people should play it.
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Disturbing and surreal experience. If you liked the first two you will like this one as well

Cons :

- Too much grinding
- You must craft items one by one

Pros :
- Longer than the first two
- Skills system
- Casual, relaxing
- Some references to other games. I have to say that i realy enjoy this game. There are some bugs here and there, but overall i
like it.
It is not the same as Farmingsimulator from giants. But this game has elements and features that giants dont add and vica versa.

. A roguelike unlike any other. Every update adds new bizarre hyperbolic worlds to explore.. found out this is an asset flip using
2 demo tables from pinball creator and the developer has been deleting any negative issues that were entered in the discussions,
there were over 30 discussion topics going a few days ago now there are only 2. Heart of the House is an okay game.

English is not my first language. So, sometimes I found myself lost with the storytelling. It is very convoluted, and people who
don't speak/understand English very well might not be able to enjoy it in its entirety.

Loren and their preference to be refered to as 'them' instead of 'he' or 'she' made me roll my eyes, as it felt very tacked-on and
out of place. I don't have a problem with non-binary characters, but when a game lacks any sort of visuals or sound, leaving out
whether or not their build is feminine or masculine makes visualizing them that much more difficult, and it honestly breaks the
immersion. At some point I gave up and gave Loren the visual identity of Melody from HxH. Whether it was accurate or not to
what the author was trying to convey, I did not care.

While I wasn't able to connect with Loren, who also happened to be a romance option, the other romances were some of the best
I've ever read. The intimate scenes are damn well written, and I wish more authors were this good at romance. This game is
worth playing just for the romance options alone.
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